Love You Always
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Supplies:
- **Stamp Sets** – Always In My Heart Bundle (156200)
- **Cardstock** – Basic White (159276); True Love Designer Series Paper (154281); Love You Always Specialty Designer Series Paper (154280)
- **Stamp Pads** – Memento Pad (132708)
- **Misc.** – Love You Always Treat Boxes (154285); Heart Charms (154282) Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine [149653], Snail Mail Twine Combo Pack (154579); Adhesive Sheets (152334); Tear & Tape (138995)

Measurements:
- True Love DSP: 4 1/8” x 9 ½”
- Basic white: 4” x 4 ½”
- Specialty DSP: 4” x 4 ½” backed with the adhesive sheets

Instructions:
1. Assemble treat box. The inside is a **drawer** reinforced with double cardstock.
2. Score the True Love DSP at 1 ½”, 4 ¼”, 5 ¾” and 8 ½”. There will be 1 ½” left over for the flap. Add Tear & Tape to the flap and wrap the DSP around the box.
3. Using the frilly heart die, cut one in Whisper White.
4. Add adhesive sheet to back of the Specialty paper. Using a bright marker, draw a line down where the paper splits. This will make it easier to peel away from the DSP after it is die cut. (See photo below.)
5. Run the Specialty paper through the Cut & Emboss machine with the frilly heart die.
6. Stamp sentiment of choice onto the Basic White heart, center on the box and adhere.
7. Take the adhesive off of the back of the Specialty DSP heart and add to the white heart.
8. Tie pink twine in a double bow attaching one heart charm. Add with a Mini Glue Dot.

Backside of Love You Always Speciality DSP with Adhesive Sheet ~
Be sure to mark the separating line so that you can easily pull off the back of the adhesive sheet and attach your heart to the box. Ask me how I know.